A general method of constructing finitely axiomatizable theories is sketched. It is shown that every recursively enumerable Boolean algebra is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of sentences of some finitely axiomatizable theory. More complete details of the proof will appear in a forthcoming monograph by William The language of F contains two binary predicates R and £ which are "next to" relations on planes of points which satisfy unary predicates corresponding to tile types of a Robinson tiling (see [5, § §2 and 3] ; additional signals are provided to prevent misalignment along a fault line). The language also contains a < predicate which is used to relate tape-square points above and below the Robinson plane to points on a fault line of the plane which satisfy additional unary predicates corresponding to instructions in the program for machine A ? The axioms for F insure that the number of tape-square points above and below the Robinson plane increase and decrease according to the instructions given by machine A, that in any model of F there are exactly three Robinson planes each with intersecting fault lines (marked by a special unary predicate), that the operation of machine A starts off at the three intersections with tape lengths corresponding to coded programs for machines B, C, and D respectively, and that machine A never halts.
The Robinson tilings insure that there are no cyclic configurations of points in any model of F and the presence of machines B and C and special techniques employed in programming machine A guaranty that any local configuration of points in a nonstandard Robinson plane of a model is already present in one of the three standard Robinson planes. A lemma similar to Lemma 2.3 of [2] thus insures that any model of F is elementarily equivalent to a model with only the three standard planes and therefore every sentence is equivalent to a Boolean combination of sentences concerning the nondeterministic branches of machine D. THEOREM Feiner points out in [1] that Conjecture I of [2] together with his result that there are r.e. Boolean algebras that are not recursively presentable implies that 5B <2> is not recursively presentable.
